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Principal’s Report
Hello everybody and a warm welcome back to Kimbe International School for term 4. I am so pleased and excited to be
given the opportunity to be the new Principal of this wonderful school. I have received such a warm and
friendly welcome from all the students and
staff and I’m looking forward to meeting and
talking with many parents and community
members over the next month.
In my previous role as Education Advisor for
the IEA, I had the opportunity to travel around the country
working closely with teachers and students in all IEA
schools. I was fortunate to visit Kimbe twice and what impressed me most was the school’s beautiful grounds, wellbehaved students and enthusiastic teachers.

Date: 8 October 2021
The two best predictors of early reading success are alphabet
recognition and phonemic awareness. Further information
about the Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Program can be found
at https://heggerty.org/.
Later this term, I would like to offer parents/ carers the opportunity to attend an information session on Effective Literacy
Teaching, where I will provide further information on essential
elements like Phonemic Awareness, Phonics and strategies for
parents to support and improve their child’s reading development at home. Further information will be provided in the next
newsletter.

Before joining the IEA in 2018, I worked for Education
Queensland (public schooling system) for twenty-five years
with 20 years experience as a school leader. I was fortunate
to gain this experience in a range of diverse settings from
small two teacher primary schools in rural settings to very
large P-12 city colleges catering to over 1000 students.
As the new Principal of KIS, what I’m most looking forward
to is being the Leader of Learning across the school. This
term, I will be prioritising my time with the primary teachers
working closely with them in reviewing existing literacy
teaching practices and introducing them to new evidencebased strategies and programs that will enhance the literacy
learning outcomes of all our students, especially those in
lower primary.
Phonemic Awareness
This week I delivered an introductory PD session with the
Primary teachers on a new Phonemic Awareness Program
for Foundation, Prep, Gr.1 and Gr.2/3 classes. I followed this
up by modelling lessons in each of the classes so that teachers can commence implementation of the daily lessons next
week. All parents would be familiar with the term Phonics
and understand its importance in a Balanced Literacy Program. However Phonemic Awareness is different to Phonics
but equally important. It is the understanding that spoken
words are made up of individual sounds which are called
phonemes. A child who is phonemically aware is able to
isolate sounds, manipulate the sounds, blend and segment
the sounds into spoken and written words.
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Mr Kirk modelling a Phonemic Awareness lesson with the Gr.1 students

COVID-19 Update
At KIS we continue to take precautions and adhere to all COVID19 Measures as they are released by the Office of the Controller. As a result of additional measures introduced on 30th September, previous approval granted to the IEA to hold events
under Niupela Pasin conditions has been further restricted. Unfortunately, this means we will not be able to resume student
assemblies at this time. Along with our existing preventative
practices of hand sanitizing, wearing of masks, minimising close
physical contact and managing coughs and sneezes, we have
also introduced temperature checking at our entry points into
the school each morning.
We would also like to remind parents to keep their child/ children at home if they are unwell or show any flu like symptoms.
It is also important that the school be informed if a family member receives a positive report of COVID as the school will need
to assess the risks and if necessary implement steps to ensure
the school environment remains COVID free and supportive of
on-going student learning.

Upcoming Events
1.

National Examinations in October



Grade 10 PNGHS examination from Monday 11th to
Friday 15th
Grade 12 PNGHSC examination from Monday 18th to
Friday 22nd
Grade 8 COBE examination from Monday 25th to
Friday 29th




We would like to remind our Gr.10 students that following
next week’s PNGHS examinations, it is not the end of the
school year, learning continues as per normal for these students. It will be an important opportunity for students to be
oriented to senior secondary subjects and learning expectations.
2.
Grade 12 Formal
We are waiting on approval from the IEA to be able to proceed with a Secondary School Formal for 2021. Unfortunately, as a result of revised COVID-19 Measures, if we are able
to proceed it will be a restricted event with a limit on the
number of people who can attend. Once we receive confirmation, we will inform the Gr.12 students and their family
members.
3.
Class Photo Shoot
Our photo shoot day is on Wednesday 13th October. All
students are required to be dressed in their formal school
uniform on this day.
4.

Australian Scaling Test



Tuesday 12th and Wednesday 13th October.

This year, 2021, the celebrations
of UNESCO’s World Teachers’ Day
focus on the theme, “Teachers at
the heart of education recovery”.
Today we celebrate the exceptional dedication and courage of all teachers, their capacity
to adapt and to innovate under very challenging and uncertain conditions. They are the principal actors of the global
education recovery efforts and are key in accelerating progress towards inclusive and equitable quality education for
every learner, in every circumstance.” UNESCO
At KIS, we know the value of our teachers and their contribution to our school’s ongoing success. Today, as a token of
our appreciation, the Student Representative Council organized a morning tea and made a presentation to each of our
hard-working teachers.

Congratulations and a big thank-you to all KIS Teachers for their
dedication, commitment and effort to our excellent school
throughout 2021. We hope you enjoyed your special day!
World Teachers’ Day Collage

Grade 12 CLASS OF 2021
OUR CLASS THEME:

Last week was very exciting. Firstly, Major.
R. Tulasoi from PNGDF, Joint Forces Academy/Training Wing came in for an awareness about the challenging and exciting

D

ear Parents and Care Givers, welcome to our final School Newsletter for 2021.

world of soldiers. The whole class was
thrilled. He has caused some to consider it
as a future career.

Team Humble Knights has nearly made it to the
final quarter of Year 12. Yey, we are almost at the
end
of our
journey in
Secondary
School.
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Earlier in the Term, were we privileged to attend the Port
Moresby Polytechnic College Roadshow at Kimbe Secondary
School. Furthermore, we were inspired by the presentation
of a former KIS student; Zamaing Masibameng who now
works for
Oil Search as a
production engineer.
This experience not
only motivated and inspired us
but made us to
appreciate our school
KIS more.
We are proud to
say that
KIS is one of the
best
schools in West
New Britain Province.
Like Ms.
Masibameng we
hope
that one day
someday
soon we too, will

For Book Week Assembly in week 6, we presented a play which
was inspired by the

We will end the Term, by proudly participating in the
annual KIS Cultural Day for the last time as the Highlands Region Group alongside Mr. Simbiken and the
Grade 1 Class .

On a final note, the Grade 12 Class of 2021 aka
Humble Knights would like to take this opportunity
to acknowledge and thank you for the support and
guidance throughout this year.


Our Heavenly Father



Our beautiful parents and guardians



NBPOL
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ear Parents and Caregivers,
Welcome to Term 4, As we draw ever closer to the PNG National
Examinations we are reminded that time flies.

We would like to thank our wonderful and dedicated teachers over the
years—Primary to Secondary for the wisdom and knowledge they have bestowed upon us.
We are definitely looking forward to the upcoming Exams and the continuation of classes
after the Exams.
Although our fate is not as the Grade 12’s who will be leaving us for good. It is certain that
we have reached a milestone and as such would like to take this opportunity to ponder

I have been at KIS for 11 years’
and friends and teachers have
come and gone. I’ve concluded
that change is inevitable, things
don’t stay the same. They may
be times of rejoicing, regret and
sadness but just like a river we
must always move forward.

KIS my Home. Rose Wamine

Mason Kua

At KIS I learnt that aims
and goals can be achieved
with a little bit of FUN.
Ryan Simbiken

Throughout many years in KIS I have met
different teachers who really helped me in
learning my second language “English”. I
want to give my thanks to all the teachers
who have been always supporting me.
Hayeon Kim

At KIS I learnt that SUCCESS depends on the
SECOND letter U! . Glenn Wia

KIS is a great place. Teachers and
students are kind and helpful. Over
the past years KIS has changed.
Learning standards have increased,
the place looks clean and green. KIS is
a wonderful place and truly students
learn by doing.
La’Zoe Gorie.

Being at KIS has been a great
privilege for me. I have made
a lot of friends and the
teachers here are caring and
loving. KIS has taught me to
be independent, hardworking
and to be able to overcome
challenges. As our motto
stipulates “We learn by
doing”. Stephanie Kupal

Here at KIS I have learnt that success
depends on how much effort you put
in. Emmanuel Osa

I’ve been in KIS for 9 years, I would like to
thank all my wonderful teachers that
taught me all these years up until now.
Jennevie Kumai.

Here at KIS I have enjoyed all educational
activities both in class and outdoors. It is a
great privilege for me to come to this
School. Serah Molowia.

Being here has helped me grow both mentally
and emotionally. Countless thanks to all my
teachers who have helped me along the way,
teaching me things I would not have known on

I feel privileged to be in such a providing
School. The teachers are present, they are a
reliable source of education, I am fortunate
to be in such an institution. Manosa Sagata.

Four years have passed and I am still in KIS. I
have learnt new things along the way and
met teachers that have helped me grasp
concepts quickly. They have all become like
parents to me. I have been in a class that I
have known for a while. I have also met a
friend that still sits next to me since grade 7
and have become my best friend. Lemodi
Dwana

The years I’ve spent at KIS
have been years of great
learning, making friends and
being part of a great
community. The School
environment is pleasing and
welcoming and I have surely
learnt a lot from our amazing
teachers who try their very
best to help us achieve our
goals. # go team KIS. Freda
Tiamu.

I have enjoyed every moment here at KIS. I have
made good friends and teachers are very caring
and helpful. I am grateful to be a part of “Team
KIS”. Tatiana Gorea.

I’ve been in KIS for 12 years. KIS has
become a second home to me and
have surely made some unforgettable
memories that will always be treasured. I have made amazing friends
that I will always cherish. Thank you
KIS. Sibiyama Papapu.

Ever since I came to KIS
I have enjoyed every bit
of my schooling journey. Here the Staff are
so friendly and open.
Jacob Ingan

KIS has greatly improved
over the past for years. I
have learnt so much and
also have met amazing
friends that are so helpful.
Thankyou KIS.
Louise Augustine.

KIS has been my home for more than a decade.
Although some of my teachers and friends have
come and gone they have all taught me a thing or
two. I would like to make special mention of my
Arts teacher who taught me that as children things
are simple, however as you grow older they get
tougher, but you should never give up. Nigel Malie

